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Ramón Martínez, catedrático de Griego de Enseñanza Media (1977-2007) y profesor 

adjunto de Griego de la Universidad de Navarra (1979-2010), actualmente jubilado, 

es licenciado en Filosofía y Letras, sección de Filología Clásica por la Universidad 

de Salamanca (1969, tesina Historia de Politeia. Evolución de Heródoto a Aristóteles) 

y doctor por la Universidad Complutense (1974, tesis Los apócrifos de Teócrito 

en el “Corpus Bucolicorum”. La estadística lingüística aplicada al problema de la 

atribución de autor); enseñó Griego Clásico, Literatura Griega. 

Investigación en curso: presencia de Teócrito en la literatura española (siglos XV-

XXI); revisión y actualización de tesis doctoral.

Ramón Martínez was professor of the High School “Suárez de Figueroa” de Zafra 

(1977-1979) and “Navarro Villoslada” de Pamplona (1979-2007), and also of the 

Complutense University of Madrid (1969-1977) and the University of Navarra (1979-

2010), both at the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters, section of Classical Philology. 

He is member of Spanish Society of Classical Studies (SEEC) and was member of his 

National Committee (1989-2012).

Research subjects: the reception of classical literature in the in later centuries, and 

teaching resources for the pre-university level.

Francisco Oliveira, professor catedrático da Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de 

Coimbra e membro do seu Centro de Estudos Clássicos e Humanístico, é doutorado 

em “História da Cultura Clássica. Cultura Romana” pela Universidade de Coimbra 

(dissertação: Ideias morais e políticas de Plínio o Antigo; traduzida para francês 

com o título Idées politiques et morales de Pline l’Ancien); lecionou comédia grega 

e romana; tragédia  senequiana; historiografia latina; história antiga; história da 

Cultura Romana; teoria política antiga. 

Atuais interesses científicos e editoriais: sociologia do teatro antigo, especialmente 

Aristófanes e a tragédia de Séneca; teoria política na antiguidade e em particular 

no fim da República e Alto Império Romano; cidadania e misoginia nas sociedades 

clássicas; movimentos coletivos femininos na Grécia e em Roma; escolaridade 

clássica em Portugal.

Este volume reúne contributos de autores de dezasseis países europeus que pro-

curam as suas raízes na herança grega clássica e em especial em textos literários 

ou epigráficos escritos em grego antigo, bizantino, renascentista ou de épocas 

posteriores. Com isso procuram aclarar a ideia da sua própria nacionalidade no 

contexto da construção de uma Europa multifacetada, com personalidade históri-

ca, do passado ao presente.

This volume brings together contributions from authors from sixteen European 

countries who seek their roots in the classical Greek heritage and especially in 

literary or epigraphic texts written in ancient Greek, Byzantine, Renaissance or 

later eras. With this they seek to clarify the idea of their own nationality in the 

context of the construction of a multifaceted Europe with a historical personality, 

from the past to the present.
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Greek coming to life again everywhere!

The Greek language in the early modern Netherlands1

INTRODUCTION
After antiquity, ancient Greek largely disappeared from Western cultural 

history. In the 14th century, the early and influential Italian humanist Francesco 
Petrarca was one of the first to be interested again in Greek. Petrarch 
frequently encountered references by Latin authors to Greek source texts, which 
he was unable to read. Together with his friend Giovanni Boccaccio, he invited 
Leonzio Pilato to Florence to teach Greek.

Pilato was a scholar from the southern Italian region of Calabria, where the 
study of Greek sources had not fallen into oblivion since southern Italy until the 
11th century was under the authority of the Greek-speaking Byzantines. Besides 
teaching, Pilato also accepted Boccaccio’s invitation to make a translation of the 
Iliad and Odyssey. Hitherto, access to Homer’s work was mostly gained through the 
Ilias Latina, a brief summary of the Iliad in 1070 Latin hexameters. Pilato’s work 
provided a literal, verbatim prose translation (ad verbum), devoid of any stylistic 
embellishment. This did not satisfy the interest in the character of Homer’s Greek 
language. Moreover, Pilato’s Greek lessons did not turn out to be a success.

Although these first initiatives did not immediately launch a fruitful cross-
fertilization in the development of the humanistic study of ancient Greek, it was 
a beginning of renewed interest in the language in the West. Pilato’s Byzantine 
successor Manuel Chrysoloras, by introducing a grammar and many 
manuscripts containing unknown textual sources, accomplished a more lasting 
impact. Moreover, Chrysoloras promoted a translation strategy concerned with 
the notion of a text (ad sententiam), holding in mind specific characteristics.

1 This introduction is an adaptation of a previously published article in Dutch: John Tholen, 
“Eerst boeken, dan kleren. Grieks in de vroegmoderne Nederlanden”, in: Hermeneus. Tijdschrift 
voor antieke cultuur 3 (2017), pp. 126-133. I thank John Bulwer for correcting my English.

https://doi.org/10.14195/978-989-26-1764-0_10
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In the 15th century there existed a small group of humanists who translated 
Greek texts into Latin, for example Thucydides by Lorenzo Valla and Aristotle 
by Leonardo Bruni. Primarily through translations in Latin, Aristotle had an 
enormous influence on early modern theology, political science and rhetoric, 
amongst other disciplines. Knowledge of Plato, however, was mainly provided 
by Marsilio Ficino’s Latin commentaries on Plato’s texts. So, although most 
scholars had little knowledge of the language, the Greek discourse was not at all 
out of the picture.

Erasmus of Rotterdam
Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536) taught himself Greek, propagated the 

knowledge of Greek, stigmatised everyone without knowledge of Greek as 
ignorant, and transformed Greek into a political-religious instrument. Doing 
so, he made the most significant contribution to a renewed interest in the Greek 
language in the early modern period. Erasmus believed that without knowledge 
of Greek few things could be achieved: “ for experience teaches me this, at any 
rate, that we can do nothing in any field of literature without a knowledge of 
Greek”, he wrote in one of his letters2.

In retrospect, Erasmus complained about the lack of Greek during his own 
Dutch school period: “we had no supply of Greek books and no less a shortage 
of teachers”3. Such an observation shows us that the position of Greek had little 
importance in Erasmus’ time in Northern Europe. For studying the language 
textbooks were necessary, but to Erasmus they proved unavailable. Indeed, at 
that time few printers were occupied with publishing Greek, as this was not an 
easy way to make money. For a long time, proper dictionaries did not exist either. 
The Parisian humanist Guillaume Budé, who had mastered Greek by himself 
too, published a comprehensive dictionary in 1529: his Commentarii linguae 
Graecae was the dictionary that represented the renewed knowledge of the Greek 
language for the first time.

Despite the poor education and scarce learning material, Erasmus managed 
to become proficient in Greek. In letters he deliberately presented himself as 
self-taught: “I have turned my entire attention to Greek. The first thing I shall do, 
as soon as the money arrives, is to buy some Greek authors; after that, I shall buy 
clothes”4. Erasmus had great difficulty to return a borrowed edition of Homer, as 
we learn from his response to such a request from the rightful owner: “Indeed 
my affection for this particular author is so warm that, even though I should fail 
to understand him, I should still derive refreshment and sustenance from the very 

2 CWE 181, 101-3.
3 CWE 1341A, 225-6.
4 CWE 124, 72-4.
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sight of his work. Nevertheless, I consider it most unfair to oppose you in any matter, 
even under difficult conditions, especially when you are undergoing misfortune, so 
I am sending you one part of my Homer, in order that [...] I myself be not wholly 
bereft of solace”5. However, it is difficult to assess how seriously such statements 
should be taken. Foremost it seems that Erasmus deliberately appropriated Greek 
for the purpose of self-fashioning.

In his correspondence, Erasmus consciously made use of Greek, echoing 
Cicero. By using Greek words instead of Latin ones, Erasmus for example un-
derlined the special nature of a subject, a humorous aspect, or the composition. 
Sometimes he applied Greek words to contrive a soothing effect of his statement. 
The choice of Greek above Latin was for example based on liveliness and ex-
pressiveness (e.g. λογομαχία “war of words” for contentio “quarrel”) or brevity 
(e.g. γαστροδούλοι “slaves of the stomach” and μυσόμουσοι “Muse haters” are 
examples of catching a concept in one word).

Erasmus put much effort into translating ancient Greek texts into Latin. 
On the one hand he regretted that these translations were necessary. He 
bewailed the poor state of education in Greek that made translations into 
Latin necessary to unlock the Greek authors. On the other hand, he hoped that 
his translations would contribute to their superfluity. They would invoke an 
increasing enthusiasm for the language, resulting in better education, according 
to Erasmus.

One of the Greek authors that were translated by Erasmus was Lucian. The 
Latin translations produced together with his friend Thomas More resulted in 
Lucian becoming one of the Greek authors who was printed most frequently in 
the early modern period, both in Greek and in Latin translation.

Really in the spotlight was Greek from the moment when Erasmus started 
a most controversial project: publishing a revised Greek edition of the New 
Testament, accompanied by a new Latin translation, printed by Johann Froben 
in Basle in 1516 as Novum Instrumentum. Since the 6th century the Vulgate 
translation of the church father Jerome had been used in every church. In other 
words: the Vulgate was considered the undisputed Word of God. Erasmus 
discovered and documented that the Vulgate was not always an accurate 
representation of his revised version of the Greek source text. By putting the 
Biblical Greek at the core of his argumentation, Erasmus within humanist 
circles made Greek into a controversial issue linked to the Reformation. The 
essence of the controversy consisted of the question whether or not Greek was 
necessary for the study of the Bible. Indeed, Erasmus made use of his knowledge 
of the Greek language to create a more genuine version of the Bible that Luther, 
in turn, used as the basis for his vernacular edition. Erasmus himself, however, 

5 CWE 131, 4-11.
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remained faithful to the dogmas of the Roman Catholic Church, although he 
criticized aspects of the religious practice.

Printing practice
Erasmus hopefully noticed with excitement the trend that was developing 

around him: “How fortunate [...] is our generation, in which we see Greek coming 
to life again everywhere!”6. Indeed, the interest in Greek was increasing. Libra-
ries such as the one in the Vatican and of the Medici in Florence now contained 
hundreds of Greek manuscripts, often gathered by “manuscript hunters”. From 
the 16th century, many Greek authors were printed in an editio princeps, for 
example by the influential Aldus Manutius in Venice. This shows a growing 
interest in ancient Greek texts, to both read and research them. Nevertheless it 
remained most common to publish Greek authors in Latin translation.

Although books with Greek as the main text were much less prevalent than 
books mainly consisting of Latin, it was common that some Greek appeared in 
Latin works. A humanist commentary on a Roman source could for example 
refer to Greek commonplaces, providing Greek quotes. And, as already showed 
for Erasmus, early modern authors used Greek words in their texts. Therefore, 
Greek was a common element in printing practice and many printers would 
have had an assortment of Greek characters available in their workshop. For 
example the Hebrew and Arabic alphabets were much less prevalent, and there-
fore mainly reserved for specialized printers or vast printing companies, such as 
Christopher Plantin in Antwerp. By printing a lot of easily saleable products 
like almanacs, classics and religious texts, Plantin could afford such a massive 
production project as the Polyglot Bible, consisting of the Latin, Greek, Hebrew, 
Aramaic, and Syriac Bible texts.

From our modern perspective, Greek looks different in early modern print. 
This is the result of the many ligatures that were used in printing Greek, but 
which are not in use anymore.

Greek education
Early modern secondary education was traditionally focussed on Latin. The 

growing interest in Greek within humanist circles also had an impact on edu-
cation. In his treatise on education (De ratione studii) Erasmus had emphasized 
the importance of both Latin and Greek, as the foundation of learning: “Gram-
mar, therefore, claims primacy of place and at the outset boys must be instructed 
in two – Greek, of course, and Latin. This is not only because almost everything 
worth learning is set forth in these two languages, but in addition because each is 
so cognate to the other that both can be more quickly assimilated when they are 

6 CWE 428, 42-3.
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taken in conjunction than one without the other, or at least Latin without Greek”7. 
Additionally, Erasmus published a treatise on the pronunciation of Greek and 
Latin (De recta Latini Graecique sermonis pronuntiatione), in which he defended 
a pronunciation of Greek by stressing words according to the Greek accent.

In the Netherlands, Greek was first introduced as a school subject in De-
venter by Alexander Hegius. He was the headmaster of the local Latin school 
when Erasmus got his education there. Erasmus showed great admiration for his 
teacher, about whom he wrote that he was “extremely proficient in oratory and 
poetic theory, and moreover as well acquainted with Greek as with Latin”8.

In Leuven the Collegium Trilingue (College of the Three Languages) 
opened in 1518. The local printer Dirk Martens provided the language institute 
of many educational materials in Latin, Greek and Hebrew. The creation of such 
an institute focused on education in these three languages, is another clear sign 
of renewed interest in the study of Greek.

In this way, Greek slowly became a regular part of the educational curri-
culum. In 1625, the States of Holland and West-Friesland mentioned in their 
School-ordre, which prescribed the obligatory curriculum for Latin schools, the 
Institutiones linguae Graecae as mandatory grammar book. 

Nevertheless, in spite of the standardised role of Greek in the educational 
system, most middle and upper class men barely mastered Greek, although 
they did have proficiency in Latin. Its utility in professional lives was nominal. 
Therefore, Greek remained the domain of a select group of humanistic scholars.
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NEOHELLENISTIC TEXTS
Besides the interest in the Greek language as an aspect of antiquity, from 

the late 16th century humanists themselves wrote original Greek texts. Greek 
primarily was regarded as an amusing but elegant way to showcase yourself or 
others, or to disparage someone. It was a lofty game which could be played only 
by a small group of like-minded humanists. Occasional poetry (poems to cele-
brate special family or public events) and threshold poems (which often applaud 
the author or the subject in the front matter to a book publication) were genres 
in which Greek was applied frequently.

Hugo de Groot (Grotius), for example, made vitriolic accusations in Greek 
against other prominent figures in the politics of the Republic. Hugo sent to his 
brother Willem a two-line satire on the Swedish ambassador (Spiring), who he 
rendered to have owed his position mainly because of his wealth, contrasting his 
predecessor (Camerarius), who was really knowledgeable through experience. 
The epigram (in an elegiac distich) is as follows:

Κλαῖε Δαημοσύνη Καμεράριον εἰσορόωσα,
πλοῦτος ὅτι φρενοπλὴξ εἷο πλέον δύναται.
“Weep, Skill, when you look at Camerarius, for mad riches can achieve more 
than him”9.

Willem de Groot answered Hugo’s epigram by sending a Latin translation 
in return, demonstrating his understanding of the Greek original:

Doctrina aspectu Camerari percita plorat,
vis sua quod gazis est minor illicibus.
“Doctrine, agitated by the sight of Camerarius, cries, because 
his strength is less than tempting riches”10.

Willem was afraid of the possibility that the ambassador would happen to 
face the poem when it would be circulated. Hugo wrote his brother in response 

9 The epigram and translation are derived from: M. van Oosterhout, Hugo Grotius’ Occasio-
nal poetry (1609-1645) (dissertation Nijmegen 2009), F.3, 266-7, providing an introduction and 
commentary to the lines. 

10 Ibid.
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that the man “understands no Greek” anyway, but nevertheless refrained from 
circulation. This kind of Spielerei shows how Greek in the early modern period 
functioned as an extra dimension within the Latin Republic of Letters.

Within the Netherlands, the university in Leiden was an important centre 
for the study and practice of Greek. The most famous professor of Greek was 
Daniel Heinsius (1580-1655). He edited and published many Greek text edi-
tions, and furthermore wrote original Greek poetry himself. Heinsius has been 
one of the few early modern authors from the Netherlands who have published 
in Greek on this scale. In his Peplus Graecorum Epigrammatum in quo omnes 
celebriores Græciæ philosophi [...] recensentur (“Spectrum of Greek epigrams in 
which all most famous Greek philosophers are recounted”), published in 1613 
by Johannes Patius in Leiden11, he included a variety of short poems on, for 
example, Plato and Homer.

11 STCN record number: 113724845; see Daniel Heinsius, Peplus Graecorum Epigram-
matum (Leiden: Patius, 1613), pp. 16-25 — Google Books).
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